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Figure captions & Low Resolution Version of Figures 1028 

1029 

Figure 1. Definition diagram for terms related to the morphological approaches to estimate bed material 1030 

transport in fluvial systems.   1031 
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1033 

Figure 2 – Example illustration of application of morphological approach using sediment budgeting 1034 

principles and assuming a no flux boundary to back out a minimum 𝑉𝑖𝑛 at the top of reach to support 1035 

observed net changes (∆𝑉). Example from Rees River, New Zealand for two events exceeding critical 1036 

discharge. See Table 1 for data.  1037 
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Figure 3 – Examples of tracer deployment for estimating path-lengths to drive morphological approach. 1040 

(A) Painted tracers in dry exposed bars: example of displacement of painted tracers on a gravel bar in the 1041 

River Rees (New Zealand) after a small magnitude flood event. (B) A mobile Radio Frequency 1042 

Identification System (RFID) to track the displacement of particles in a gravel bed river: Mobile antenna 1043 

and RFID tracers grouped by size classes. (C) Four individual tracers in which the location of the RFID 1044 

transponders can be seen. (D) Example of particle step-lengths after a spring flood in the River Noguera 1045 

Pallaresa (Southern Pyrenees, Spain).  1046 
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Figure 4. Illustrative comparison of traditional 1D cross sectional information (A) versus DoD-based 1051 

information (B) on topographic changes between two different periods (2006-2007) in the River Feshie 1052 

(Scotland, United Kingdom).  1053 
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 1056 

Figure 5. An example of spatially variable inputs (point density, slope and roughness) derived from point 1057 

clouds and used as inputs into a fuzzy inference system model of elevation uncertainty to produce a 1058 

spatially variable error models (by cell) for each DEM. Figure from Leary et al. (2012).  1059 
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Figure 6. A standardized geomorphic change detection workflow facilitated within the geomorphic 1067 

change detection software (GCD). The outputs of ∑ 𝑉𝑑 and  ∑ 𝑉𝑒  are used to derive ∆𝑉;  ∆𝑉 can be used 1068 

for ‘budget-based’ application of the morphological approach, whereas ∑ 𝑉𝑒 can be used for path-length-1069 

based application (modified form Wheaton et al., 2013). 1070 
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1072 

Figure 7. Example of processing hyperscale point cloud data to drive morphological approach. (A) The 1073 

ToPCAT workflow for filtering 3D point clouds and deriving useful derivatives. Figure reproduced from 1074 

Brasington et al. (2012). (B) Applying ToPCAT in the Upper River Cinca (www.morphsed.es): from the 1075 

point cloud to a 1 meter grid DEM and roughness map. The roughness map is based on the detrended 1076 

standard deviation of elevation (dSD) while the DEM is based on the minimum elevation (z) in each 1077 

square domain (see A).  1078 
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Figure 8. Illustration of additional erosion and deposition mechanisms identified with higher-precision, 1084 

hyperscale TLS HRT data versus traditional rtkGPS HRT. (A) Comparison of reach-scale DoDs derived 1085 

from rtkGPS versus TLS DEMs for same time periods (2006-2007) from the Feshie River (Scotland, 1086 

United Kingdom). (B) Detailed zoom of changes on a gravel bar. 1087 
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1092 

Figure 9. Event-scale DoD from the River Rees (New Zealand) during a flood season (2009-2010): (A) a 1093 

hydrograph over the study period, with boxes bracketing the epochs of analysis and pie charts showing 1094 

the relative proportions of erosion (red) and deposition (blue) for each  period. The percentages indicate 1095 

the proportion of event-based geomorphic change to the total during the study period. (B) Contrast of the 1096 

event based volumes, areas and average thickness of erosion (red) and deposition (blue).   1097 
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1098 

Figure 10. (A) Net annual thresholded DoD from the River Rees and (B) classification of regions that 1099 

experienced just erosion (red), just sedimentation (blue), versus a more complicated, event-transgressive 1100 

mix of erosion and sedimentation during a flood season (2009-2010).  1101 
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 1104 

Figure 11. Example of (A) Estimating flood-based path-lengths (𝐿) of particle transport by characterizing 1105 

the size-distribution of discrete areas of erosion using image processing (see text for more details). (B) 1106 

Assessing flood-based particle step-lengths by applying the approach presented in A to the the River Rees 1107 

data set (Figure 9).  1108 

 1109 
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 1111 

Figure 12. Relationships between bed material fluxes estimated by means of the morphological approach 1112 

and flow intensity. The morphological approach was based on the flood-based estimates of bed erosion 1113 

presented in Figure 9 and the step-length values from figure 11B. Measures of flow intensity have been 1114 

normalized so that the range 0-1 corresponds to the maximum and minimum observed intensity during the 1115 

study period (i.e. E00 to E10). Flow intensity is expressed as: (A) integration of the flow above a critical 1116 

value (Qcr > 30 m3/s) through time and (B) integration of the flow above the Qcr through time but raising 1117 

the exponent to 2.  1118 
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 1119 

Figure 13. Example of using budget segregation of DoD to quantify morphodynamic signatures. Figure 1120 

reproduced from Wheaton et al. (2013). 1121 
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